NE¹⁄₂ Sec 32 AS10

Found A Old Spr line 440' 8' High
Scribed "NE" 5 2 OLD

Bearing Trees Set in 1936
Which Are:
18' Spr 55' E. 9.99 Scribed "NE SE BT"
Now A 19' Pattern Spr 5' East
16' Spr N 55' E. 25' N.
Now A 72' Spr still Green
I Set A 13' Iron Pipe in Place of Old Spr line, Spr Lmb
is Now on South Side of Cor. Also I Set A 4' 44' 4" White
Cedar Post 60' Westly of Cor

New Bearing Trees

72' Spr N 55' E. 25' W (OLD GT)
Scribed "GT" To Center of Tree
12' Hem. N 55' W 26' E
Scribed "NE 1/2 Sec 32 ETC".

G. Arthur
S. Skinner 4-18-67